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$\dagger’ \mathrm{A}$ visit to Professor Ayrton’s $\mathrm{L}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{b}_{0}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}\iota \mathrm{O}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{Y}$” , Perry
1880 1 22 The Society of Arts ’tThe Teaching of Technical
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$||\mathrm{B}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{e}$ this was the drawing office; some of the students were making working drawings of instruments,
but the majority were reducing observations and drawing curves on squared paper. ( )
In some of the smaller rooms of these old buildings we found students working at various investigations,
in heat, light, and electricity. We find it impossible to imagine that such work has been wasted If we
couild share Mr. $\mathrm{A}\mathrm{y}\iota \mathrm{t}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{S}\mathrm{l}$ belief in the great power shown by some of his students, we might believe
that a great school of scientific thought has been founded; and although we venture to doubt the
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existence of sufficient capacity in the Japanese mind for high orignal scientific work when unhelped, still
our visit to this, the finest physical $1\mathrm{a}\mathrm{b}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}_{\mathrm{O}}1\mathrm{v}$ which exists, perhaps, in the world, has impressed us with
the notion that those students whom we saw working will yet leave an important impression of their
own upon the history of science.\dagger \dagger
, Perry , Ayrton , ,
$($ [19], pp. 103 $-104)_{\mathrm{c}}$
It will be observed from this description that the great objects which Professor Ayrton had in view, and
which, I am in a position to say, were carried out th great success, were that: $-1$ . His elementary
lectures could be illustrated to some extent by the students themselves 2. His students stayed with him a
long enough time, and in suffici$e$nt numbers, to make laboratory work an important part of the scheme
of instruction 3. He could, to advanced students, make his lectures technical, that is, he could assume a
knowledge of the principles of natural science, and show how these principles were employ$e\mathrm{d}$, not
merely alone, but in conjunction with each other in telegraphic engineering, and in other departments of
applied physics. 4. ffis students, without disconnecting themselves from the natural philosophy
department, could attend lectures on such parts of technical physics as did not come within the province
of $\mathrm{M}r$ Ayrton himself, mechanical engineering, and appli $e\mathrm{d}$ mechanics of all kinds, &c 5. Even when
students conducted experiments in the engineering laboratory, they were taught to consider themselves as
still continuinbg their researches in natu$r\mathrm{a}1$ philosophy. In consequence of all this, probably every one of
the great number of workers in the establishment was full of an idea of the importance of the work he
was doing, and was constantly becoming more intimentely acquainted with the laws of nature.
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Perry , $\mathrm{P}e\Pi \mathrm{y}$ ,
, 1901 ([20]) ,
,
$\mathrm{A}\mathrm{a}$ , ,
(1) In producing the higher.e.motions and giving pleasure. Hitherto neglected in teaching almost all boys.
(2) $a$ In brain developm$e\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}$.
$b$ In producing logical ways of thinking.
$\mathrm{H}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{h}^{i}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{o}$ neglected in teaching most boys.
(3) In the aid given by mathematical weapons in the study of physical science. Hitherto neglected in
teaching almost all boys.
(4) In passing examinations. The only form that has not been neglected. The only form really recognised
by teachers.
(5) In giving men mental tools as easy to use as their legs or arms; enabling them to go on with their
education (development of their souls and brains) throughout their lives, utilising for this purpose all
th$e\mathrm{i}\mathrm{r}$ experience. This is exactly analogous with the power to educate $\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{e}^{1}\mathrm{s}$ self through the fondness for
reading.
(6) Perhaps included in (5): in teaching a man the importance of thinking things out for himself and so
delivering $\mathrm{h}r$ im from the pres$e\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}$ dreadful yoke of authority, and convincing him that, whether he obeys
or commands others, he is one of $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{e}$
, highest of beings. This is usually left to other than mathematical
studies.
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(7) In making men in any profession of applied science feel that they know the principles on which it is
founded and according to which it is being developed.
(8) In glving to acute philosophical minds a logical counsel of perfection altogether charming and
satisfying, and so preventing their attempting to develop any philosophical subject from the purely
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